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About This Game

※※※※※ Classic Game！Remastered Edition！It is now available for PC！ ※※※※※

“Apocalypse Knights” is an Action Game. It’s up to you, the heroic knight, to take back lands tainted with darkness. You shall
save the world with blessed weapons, armors, ultimate skills, and holy horses. Come, your destiny awaits!

● Background
In the coming future, you are the knight faced with demons released from the melted Arctic / Antarctic zones. With refined

weapons, biochemical mounts, and skills, you can conquer the demons and devils in all waves.

● BATTLE - ULTIMATE SKILL FEATURE
‧You can get more attacks with progression.
‧Unleash the ultimate skill to kill demons.

‧Each weapon has a unique ultimate skill. Collect as many weapons as possible to see all the cool moves and defeat bosses.
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● BATTLE – UNIQUE MOUNT FEATURE
‧Your mount is your partner. You can active mount mode to enhance attributes.

‧Fight with mounts and enjoy the blazing speed while you smash barriers.
‧Collect all kinds of mounts and impress your friends.

● EXPERIENCE THE THRILL OF DEFEATING MASSIVE MONSTER HORDES
‧The end of the world in “Apocalypse Knights” is coming and you from the end of world.

‧You can experience 10 levels of difficulty, 6 different scenes, and many kinds of monsters.
‧Knockout endless waves of monsters and earn special rewards in the ultimate instance mode.

● ARMOR, WEAPON, AND POTION FOR PROGRESS
‧ You can find ultimate weapons and armors from the shop.

‧Look closely to find legendary weapons and armors.
‧Take the mystic potions and improve your character ability.

● UNPRECEDENTED VISUAL AND AUDIO APPEAL
‧Combing a modern, medieval influenced visual style. You’re the ultimate knight with the mission to fight the demons.

‧Enjoy the astounding audio experience of your spear piercing through a zombie’s gut or your broadsword slashing through
witches.

‧We utilize the best performing engine to power up visual, resolution, sound and game controls.
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Title: Apocalypse Knights 2.0 - The Angel Awakens
Genre: Action, Casual, RPG
Developer:
InterServ International
Publisher:
InterServ International
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.x GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 6600 GT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Japanese,Thai,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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Very interresting and cool game.
Totally worth your money, if you like this kinda games.. Awsome game! Get a little dipere in it and it'll get so much better.. Bad
controls and strange puzzles that doesn't make any sense, make this game not that enjoyable. The story didn't really push me to
keep playing... Walking is annoying and the quizzes at the end of each day are tiresome.
Only a game for fans, or if you're in for a challenge with weird puzzles.. It´s allright if you want somthing to do for up to 30min.
Launched very poorly which took a month to fix such as getting desyncs every online match or random crashes, the ToT mode is
horribly designed making it rather unfun to do, the new meter bar systems are terrible compared to MKX especially what they
did with x-rays where everyone can use one for free now in every match so i hope you enjoy watching the same animations
being played a milions times online,the overall game is very poorly balanced with only a handful of characters being viable and
only played because they're the ones with good to insanely good mix ups and broken 50/50 spams, gameplay is slower paced and
rewards cowardly play that's very viable thanks to a lot of characters in MK11 having some insane range with their attacks,
Krypt is now RNG based so no more fixed coffins instead you gotta role the dice and yet again no co-op tag-team ladder/tower
mode to play with friends instead once a week there might be a co-op boss fight you gotta do with randos online and it's often a
horrible designed mess just like the rest of ToT.

So what's actually good in MK11 ? Visually the game looks fantastic,new art direction is big improvement over X and the Story
mode was the best in MK history. So all you get is good visuals and a good 5h story.

Bottom line, it's not worth it, it's a step backwards from MKX in terms of gameplay and balance and that game already had a
fair share of balance issues on its own but 11 makes them look like nothing.. Here's another interesting VN that got my
attention. Certainly not for the faint of heart, this mature visual novel will leave you intrigued with its theme. Play it all the way
through and see ALL the endings, secret ending and epilogue for the full experience.

Really recommend this if you want to dive into the dark side of love.. one of the best games i have played.very retro and
arcadey.pls buy it.it is very worth it.. Overview:

LOGistICAL: USA - Florida is a casual management sim set specifically in the state of Florida, and when I say "casual," I mean
this game is casual to the third power. It's your usual sort of tycoon game in the freight subgenre that involves moving cargo
from Point A to Point B and making money, except unlike many other freight moving games, LOGistICAL games also involve
infrastructure rebuilding that unlocks more cities on the map.

Graphics and sound:

(Note: I was unable to provide my own screenshot for the game, because my screenshot key doesn't work in LOGistICAL.)

Given the casual nature of the games in this series, I probably shouldn't have expected to much, but perhaps I was disapointed
with the overall graphics of LOGistICAL because I saw better graphics from free to play games. Most game sounds are
absolutely nothing special, but I find the sound effect for moving cargo to be completely annoying. Back in the days of Railroad
Tycoon 2, that game would make a single ding sound for moving most types of cargo, but in LOGistICAL, moving cargo from
Point A to Point B is celebrated with the sound effect of a cheering crowd and repeated truck horn honkings that would likely
lead a blind person to believe you either completed the game, or earned a giant load of cash.

Positives:

If "casual" is your thing, this game is as casual as games come! I'm already up on my Florida geography, so I know where most
cities and counties in Florida happen to be, but I can otherwise see the potential to learn geography by playing this game and
memorizing locations of cities and vague locations of counties.

Negatives:

Even casual games should feel rewarding, and even with over a thousand achievements to unlock, I felt no sense of reward
moving junk to and from cities, and I know that casual games can be rewarding experiences, because I've played some that are
free to play that felt rewarding.
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Conclusion:

I love hardcore management sim games, but that doesn't mean I can't find a casual games fun, because there are a few that I
like. The biggest problem, is that Steam says I can only recommend or not recommend games, and naturally, I'm not going to
recommend something that I personally do not enjoy. But that's not to say LOGistICAL is a bad game.

Maybe I wouldn't be refunding LOGistICAL if I got it for half-off of it's $5.99 price, but the biggest problem with
LOGistICAL is competition. As far as other casual business games go, I got much more amusement from playing AdVenture
Capitalist, which is a free to play game. When it comes to managing a trucking company, I had much more fun playing Freight
Tycoon Inc., despite it's problems. (It sells on Steam for one dollar less than LOGistICAL, but I do not actually recommend
Freight Tycoon Inc. given how many of the missions near the end are literally impossible to complete.) My advice is save your
money, and use it to buy TransRoad: USA, which could potentially be a good game. And if you want a geography game
involving big rigs? There's Cross Country USA and Cross Country Canada which date back to the DOS era, but some modern
versions of both games can be purchased outside of Steam.
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Wow didnt expect such a good plot, i played every ending now and i must say iam amazed by the quality of the game.

I enjoyed it every minute i played this title and i dont know what could have been better so i give it an

10/10 because free ^^

I would recommend it to every one who likes mystery storys or etc.. Wanna build your own
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 car?
Wanna brew your own kilju ?
Wanna have a nice talk with your grandma ?

Then is the game is perfect for you!
SATANA!. A good game but way too short finished in about 3 hours.. It had much potential for a longer story. Feel like they
didn't do half the story they should have.. This is a very addictive game! Be Warned!

This has easily got to be one of the best most re playable games on the Vive right now. Its a very well worked stratagy game that
has you try and stop opposing forces from getting into your castle.

Heres my Youtube gaming link: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=YKN8BVETyVI&feature=youtu.be

10\/10.. This game is very fun to play with friends and also very fun for streamers to play with their viewers. The game is very
fast paced, easy for other people to join you, and entertaining overall. Would be great to see this game get more players.

I think the maps need to be made larger because right now the game is partially luck based.. Great game idea, but it's unfinished
and abandoned.

What's even more insulting is just today the developer added Trading cards. However, the dev hasn't made a single comment or
updated any of their games in over a year.. If you like artsy games with great story and atmosphere, this is a must have for you.
Somehow remids me of "Journey" the PS3 exclusive title but one is a point&click adventure. It has a simplistic way of doing
thigs but it will also give you goosebumps with it's inspiring moments.
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